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About This Game

Hello.
Why don’t you make yourself comfortable, I have a story to tell you.

Answer a question...
Have you ever been in love?

I’m sure that you have.

Now answer another question...
Were you loved back, or has your love been unrequited?

Welcome to PROTOThYPE, a really short game experience that will allow you to discover the tormented love story of a young
developer for a classmate.

You will relive this interesting digital experience, exploring all game prototypes created by our narrator, and you’ll have to show
your best detective skills to continue on and unlock all the pieces of the story.

Features:

A narrative puzzles game
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Inspired from the best known "The Stanley Parable" and "The Beginners Guide"

Short gameplay to improve your emotions

No saves allowed! ;P

Narred on inglese,with english and italian subtitles.

*the perfect mix of Prototype and Hype
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Title: PROTOThYPE _ a love story
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Monkeys Tales Studio
Publisher:
Monkeys Tales Studio
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: 3 Ghz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 2048MB video board

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Italian
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The best tower defense hybrid game I have ever played.

Its got amazingly tight controls and inventive and rewarding tower variety. Every level feels creatively challenging and hits that
sweet spot for difficulty progression.

Its quirky and fun and you can really tell the developer poured their passion into this.. I like the crafting in this game the most of
the atelier titles I played.. i love the graphics and controls in this drunk fighter game! fighting the world. Tiny game but
delivering what's on the box.
The chore idea of the game is to build a ship so that it is the fittest to make a long journey (30 minutes).
The build phase (unlocked after the first games) is pretty simple and will ask you to allocate points \/ space and weight for what
matters the most to you.
A balance to find between crew, modules, quality of modules, abilities to transform one resource to another or do you prefer to
pack a lot of each at the beginning of the journey, up to you.
Most of the times, if one resource comes to lack, you're dead : Oxygen, parts, material, food, waste, fuel, energy.

The second part of the game is not really difficult, start the journey, set some priorities, activate or spare some modules, react to
random events (often leading to a minigame that is a bit annoying though).
And fail, fail, fail, fail, until you manage to unlock some improvements for the ship so that you can rethink your blueprint and
finaly make that journey.

Cute, interface sometimes a bit clunky because things are not obvious on the screen but overall a good experience.
Might lead to some quite a few blueprint rework loops that I'm not super fond though.

Keep in mind though that the lifespan of this game is probably rather short and you might get bored quickly but worth a shot !.
Just the Sol Mod alone makes this Sim one of the best and most fun. Nice players. Very nice Slamdoor EMU for the PDL and
BML, my only complaint is no Southern livery, but I saw one on DPSimulation. Oh, the sounds aren't that good either, so i'll be
picking up the 421\/422\/423 SP from Armstrong Powerhouse soon.

14\/17. Don't believe the bad reviews on this. If it's on sale buy it. Summon Tree Warden, Auto-Suggestion - are just a few of
the gems.
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Have you ever killed hordes of badly animated zombies while playing as a half (or 90%) naked woman while Russian hardbass
plays in the background? No? Well, have you ever done that and then afterwards killed Satan? No again? It sounds like you need
to buy ULTIMATE HARDBASS DEFENCE for \u00a31.69.. Dead game abandoned by its developer. Don't even consider
supporting them with this DLC. See here for more information: 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/slycooperfan1\/recommended\/264120. How do you even play the mini games? 0.o
the game will be great if you could actually play any of the minigames... once loaded in the sign board just keeps saying
"Loading inventory"... so cant give a good review for now :(. Turn on musical vibration, get your controller and lose an hour or
three.
Very clean visuals, super responsive controls. Simple puzzle formula done well.. Was hoping for a remake of Oil Imperium (aka
Black Gold), but alas, it's not...
The game is quite simple, yet it's a tad demanding. Gameplay is limited, and there's not alot to do but after the demanding start.
Once you've gotten a base income sorted, there's not many challenges. Yet it's still fun to see how big you can make your
company.
I'd really appreciate it if there we're more elements from Oil Imperium, not just a game that resembles something you'd find in
iTunes...
I still recommend it, simply cause its a bit of a challenge and it's not expensive. Pluss it's still not in full release! So it's looking
promising.. Don't let the stock RM assets fool you, this is a surprisingly ambitious JRPG-style title that allows an impressive
amount of character customization in a well-realized world. If you remember the NES Final Fantasy and Dragon Quest
installments fondly, you'll find plenty to like here. Worth noting too is the extensive soundtrack covering a range of styles, from
traditional orchestral fare to prog metal!

A steal at the asking price.. Such a cool game! Challenging, good looking, awesome soundtrack and I love the robo-arm! <3
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